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Abstract:
One of the numerous dramatic reworkings of Hamlet, Margit Gáspár’s play Hamletnak nincs igaza [Hamlet Is Not Right], written in 1957-58 and first performed in 1962, is an example of the overt politicisation of Hamlet in Hungary. Just as in Ferenc Kazinczy’s version from 1790, in this drama the Hamlet figure does not die, but – together with his mother and reconciled with his would-be stepfather – he looks forward to what he believes to be a better socialist future. Gáspár (1905-1994) – a playwright, novelist, translator, theatre manager, theatre historian and journalist – ‘recruits the Bard’ (to borrow Janja Ciglar-Žanić’s term from 1994) to renegotiate and ultimately confirm the justness of the cause of socialism. The play, albeit far from being an aesthetic landmark, is a fine example of appropriating the plot, characters, themes and prestige of Hamlet to suit a post-1956 Hungarian context. It also travelled extensively within the former Soviet bloc as productions were mounted in Czechoslovakia (in twenty theatres!), Poland, Romania and the Soviet Union. The author, a devoted socialist, who was very much troubled at the time over the events of the 1956 revolution, the show trials, large-scale emigration and other phenomena around ’56, confronts her own ghost when her Hamlet figure (the young aspiring musician Gábor Tárnok)
faces a decision about staying or leaving the country. The question raised (and answered) in this play that is as much about self-assurance as about the reassurance of compatriots is much more than to stay or not to stay – it is to trust or not to trust socialism, and how to go forward. 
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Turning Hamlet upside down

Amongst the numerous genres and media that Hamlet as an inspirational and adapted text has enriched there is a distinct group of what may be called redramatisations of Hamlet: stageplays conceived in English and – no less significantly – in other languages that are indebted for their very existence to some degree and in some way to Hamlet. Rather on the margins of a widely staged, read and taught canon of works signalled by Stoppard’s Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead and, to a lesser extent, Dogg’s Hamlet and Fifteen Minute Hamlet, Heiner Müller’s Hamletmaschine and Mrozek’s Tango sits an internationally unknown and in its original culture largely forgotten Hungarian play from the late 1950s entitled Hamletnak nincs igaza [Hamlet Is Not Right]. As opposed to several of its relations in the redramatised Hamlet family this clumsy, formulaic and ideology-driven playtext is hardly an aesthetic milestone, and it is unlikely that its English translation – which does exist, though it probably does not travel far from the archive of the Hungarian Theatre Museum and Institute – would deserve a place in a monograph with a strongly aestheticised filter for selection such as Ruby Cohn’s seminal Modern Shakespeare Offshoots. It may or may not draw the attention of experts on popular culture Shakespeares​[1]​: if anything, it is more of a middlebrow cultural product (which, in any case, emerged from the allegedly classless society of Kádár-era Hungary). Unlike the “Hamlet theatre” (Owen 2012: 1)​[2]​ by Judith Thompson, Steven Berkoff, Howard Barker, the aforementioned Stoppard, the Hungarian playwrights Ádám Niklai and Zsolt Pozsgai, among many others, this play does not draw one’s attention by foregrounding one or more of the minor or peripheral characters of the parent text. It does not share the self-referential playfulness of Ivo Brešan’s Hamlet in the Village of Lower Jerkwater or the existentialist dimension of Mrozek’s Tango. What does it do then to merit our attention?
Margit Gáspár’s (1905-1994) play Hamletnak nincs igaza [Hamlet Is Not Right], written in 1957-58 and first performed in 1962,​[3]​ is an example of the overt politicisation of Hamlet in iron-curtain Hungary; to borrow Janja Ciglar-Žanić's apt phrase for intrusive, ideologically motivated revision, it is a case of “recruiting the Bard" (1994: 261) for socialism. As its parent text, Gáspár's play holds up a mirror not only to nature but to the times. In this drama the Hamlet figure does not die (as in Ferenc Kazinczy’s 1790 version, based on Schroeder’s free adaptation), but – together with his mother and reconciled with his would-be stepfather – he looks forward to a better socialist future. The author – a playwright, novelist, translator, theatre manager, theatre historian and journalist – was a versatile figure in 20th century Hungarian cultural history, and is perhaps undeservedly neglected by contemporary critics. The Hungarian revolution of 1956 (at that time viewed by the ruling power as a counterrevolution led by the enemies of communism) put an end to Gáspár’s career as a theatre manager. As a pro-establishment manager, with the outbreak of the revolution she was expected to resign. When the post-revolutionary regime wanted to reinstate her, she was unwilling to take on the post again. She retreated into solitude as a writer, only returning to public view with her rewriting of the Hamlet theme a couple of years later.​[4]​ 
Her disillusionment, her feeling of abandonment and self-justification, found form in the play Hamletnak nincs igaza, which recounts the shattering of the beliefs of a young and very talented piano student when he discovers that his beloved and idolised father committed suicide, having realised that he was mistaken in certain political matters. This study (most probably the first scholarly piece on this play) will give a detailed introduction to Hamlet Is Not Right based on archival research in the Hungarian Theatre Museum and Institute. Through a culturally, historically and biographically contextualised close reading the article will discuss the play as Shakespearean appropriation and the author's personal and political testimony expressed through dramatic fiction.
The play is set in the last few months of 1955. The action concludes on New Year’s Eve, with the clock ticking to signal the ominous start of 1956. The twenty-year-old Gábor Tárnok (nicknamed Gabi), commemorating his father, composes a Hamlet overture for his final examination. He is unaware that his father, István Tárnok, came to a wrong decision as a judge when he condemned to death a number of people whom he believed to be traitors of the system, including Gábor Mike (now aged 45), his closest friend from the dawn of Hungarian communism. This subplot covertly alludes to the so-called show trials in Hungary (and other countries in the Soviet bloc) around 1950, in which people were sentenced to death or long-term imprisonment on the basis of fabricated evidence in a process intended to cleanse socialist society of its traitors. Although Tárnok had condemned these people as guilty in all honesty, in 1955 he discovered that they were, in fact, innocent. Remorse drove Tárnok to commit suicide. This fact is carefully hidden from young Gábor by his mother, Anna. She is a devoted communist who, however, is in want of some reassurance. This reassurance is provided by the former political prisoner Gábor Mike (his death sentence having been commuted to life imprisonment), who is amnestied and freed from prison in 1955. He had been infatuated with Anna when they were young, but due to some misunderstanding their love had remained unconsummated, and she later married Tárnok. Now they rediscover their strong feelings for each other and decide to get married. Gábor is doubly shocked by his mother’s ‘betrayal’ and the revelation of his father’s mistake at the trials and his subsequent suicide. Since he treated his father as the perfect embodiment of communist ideals, he is now utterly disillusioned and chooses to desert his country. As Derrida so succinctly puts it in his joint evocation of Hamlet and Marx: “Nothing could be worse, for the work of mourning, than confusion or doubt” (Derrida 1994: 9).
Fleeing the country is presented here as the ultimate offence a Hungarian citizen could possibly commit at the time, and the crisis in the drama culminates with Gábor Tárnok’s decision to leave. His helpers are Frici Kalotai and Balázs Sümegi Nagy, the revengeful son of an assassinated supporter of Miklós Horthy’s regime (right-wing Regent of Hungary between 1920 and 1944). When they come to fetch Gábor, his mother – who only realises what is happening at this moment – refuses to let him go. Sümegi Nagy is determined to shoot Anna. Her son jumps in front of her and is shot in her stead, but only injured. Sümegi Nagy manages to escape westward.​[5]​ Frici, on the contrary, is abandoned by Sümegi near the border, and freezes to death. Gabi is relieved from his apathy when his father’s apologetic letter to Gábor Mike, written just before his suicide, is read out. In this communication István Tárnok admits that his judgement was flawed, and regrets having been misled. He appeals to Mike to look after his son.​[6]​ 

Aspects of intertextuality on the page and on the stage: characters, scenes and truisms 

The play reminds one of Hamlet, especially in terms of plot and characters, but the situation is reversed here. The father is not faultless and even though he makes his mistakes conscientiously, he is not a ‘suitable’ idol for Gábor. At least that is what the play suggests, in addition to promoting the dethroning of idols. Furthermore, old Tárnok is not killed but he kills himself. He is responsible for misleading Gabi, who needs other – moderate, yet dedicated – communists to put him on the right track. The Claudius figure (Mike), on the other hand, turns out to be a benevolent and honest person. (Significantly, here it is the Claudius character who shares the same name as the protagonist, in contrast with Hamlet, where the father and son have a common name.) Mike’s love for Anna-Gertrude is longstanding and deep. Their reunion is not presented as sinful despite the short interval (a few months) between Tárnok’s death and their new commitment. Anna is not a lascivious woman putting her sexual proclivities ahead of her family ties, but a devoted mother who hides the truth about Tárnok senior from her son out of sympathy. She is presented as a strong and proud woman, and morally impeccable.​[7]​ Lia, the character reminiscent of Ophelia, is a rather pale figure (Hámori 1962, Lőkös 1963). (The derivation from Ophelia’s name is clear.) Being a law student she is a wholehearted communist (secretary of the Young Communists’ Association) but is also a caring young woman in the presence of Gábor. They are not actually a couple, and she seems more commited than Gábor, who becomes increasingly solipsistic and uncommunicative as the action wears on. Lia’s relationship with Gabi is not passionate or erotic, in keeping with the communist ideal of writing and theatre-making, where overt eroticism and explicit dialogue were discouraged.​[8]​ 
There are a few characters that do not directly derive from Hamlet. In Gáspár’s play the late István Tárnok’s secretary, Lili Kalotai, is the epitome of a woman without any morals. (According to her son, she changes her lovers as often as her underwear.) She is a time-server, always supporting the current authority. Having overtly despised Gábor Mike for a long time, she is now his ardent supporter. In the last scene, however, a more human side of her character emerges, when she expresses her worries about her son. It seems as if Gertrude’s character has been split by Gáspár into two: a woman being highly concerned with her son (Anna), and one with loose sexual morals (Lili). From another perspective, Lili can also be seen as a female ‘reincarnation’ of Polonius. Driven by a need for being indispensable, she is always plotting and trying to please those in power in an unscrupulous manner. She is one of the less monochrome characters in the play, though she is not a fully rounded one. One of the best scenes highlighting her slightly more composite character is when she wails over the loss of her son: 
A főhadnagy, aki közölte velem, konyakkal itatott és támogatott, mert el akartam esni. (Torz mosollyal.) Aztán ott ültem ezzel a kis bolond kalappal a fejemen, felnéztem rá és egy pillanatig arra gondoltam, hogy milyen jó, széles a válla. És a következő percben felüvöltöttem, mert úgy járt át a tudat, mintha injekciós tűvel lövellték volna belém, hogy Frici nincs, nincs, és nem lesz soha többé!
[The chief lieutenant who broke the news for me made me drink brandy and was assisting me as I was about to fall. (With an eerie smile.) Then I just sat there with this silly little hat on my head, looked up at him and, for a moment, I thought what nice broad shoulders he has. And the next moment I shrieked because, as if through an injection, I suddenly realised that Frici is not alive; he isn’t and he never will be again.] (p. 71)​[9]​ 

This is one of the few points in the play when the reader or spectator may see her (or, indeed, any of the dramatis personae) as a flesh-and-blood character, and not only as a mouthpiece for different ideas. Lili ends up wishing Anna the loss of her child too. Her cruelty in this scene reminds one of Lady Macbeth rather than of any female figure from Hamlet.​[10]​ Lili’s son, Frici is a likeminded character. Being the son of an emigré, he is not a dedicated communist. It is he who finally cajoles Gábor into the defection. These two figures, who are shown as posing a threat to communism, the ‘inner enemy’ (‘belső ellenség’), may allude to Rosencrantz and Guildenstern in the sense that they serve two masters for the sake of their own advantage, and they lack any sense of scruple. They may also recall the character of Biberach, a political turncoat from the major nineteenth-century Hungarian play Bánk bán (1814) by József Katona. (Katona’s play also enjoys a marked intertextual relationship with Hamlet.) 
Polonius, Horatio, Laertes, Fortinbras and other important figures in the ‘original’ are missing as directly transposed characters here, though we might identify traces of them. One may see Frici as a distorted Horatio, who, as opposed to the ‘source character’, does not truly understand his ‘friend’ and gives him wrong advice.​[11]​ In Gáspár’s version Frici makes friends with Gábor also because of his social status, because Gábor is close to those in power. Balázs Sümegi Nagy, whose family name is constructed to recall some traditional (often upper-class) Hungarian family names consisting of two components, can be loosely linked to the characters of either Laertes or Fortinbras, who – being foils to Hamlet in the play – both fight for the truth of their deceased father.​[12]​
The play has no strong structural plot resemblance with Hamlet. There is no one-to-one agreement between the scenes of Hamlet and this rewriting. However, there is a scene recalling the closet scene and another that is reminiscent of the nunnery scene (both featuring a physically violent Hamlet). The device of a letter of crucial importance also links the play to Hamlet, although this is a very widespread topos. 
The play also imitates Hamlet in the sense that it abounds with semi-aphorismatic statements. Among these there are a few cheap communist truisms, offering life recipes, vaguely in the style of some of the purple passages associated with ‘the Bard’. Some of these are commonplaces that already exist in everyday parlance;​[13]​ other platitudes are made up. The following seems to adopt the structure of a New Testament parable: 
A nagyon elfoglalt embernek mindig két élettársa van: a felesége és a titkára. Az élete nagyobbik felét a másodikkal éli. A titkár az összekötő kapocs közte és a világ között. Egy kicsit a szemüvege, rajta keresztül látja az embereket. 
[Very busy people have two life companions: their wives and their secretaries. They spend the majority of their life with the latter. The secretary is the link between them and the world. To some extent the secretary is the spectacles through which they see people.] (pp. 13-14)​[14]​

There are, nevertheless, obvious allusions to Hamlet – mainly through János Arany’s canonical translation from 1867. The following passage concerns Gabi during the process of working on his Hamlet overture. It suggests that Hamlet is food and abode for the budding composer:
Mit tudom én, másoknak tetszeni fog-e? A mondanivalómnak megfelelő alaphang az, amit végre megtaláltam. (Felkapja az asztalról a Hamlet-kötetet és magához öleli.) Nem hiába élek hetek óta ebben a rémséges remekműben, hogy szinte már egy hús vagyok vele. (Nevetve.) Mint a kukac a gyümölccsel: ételem is, házam is… 
[How would I know if others will like it or not? Now I have found the right tone for my message. (He picks up the Hamlet volume from the table and holds it close to himself.) No wonder I’ve been living for weeks in this terrific work of art; now I’m almost one flesh with it.​[15]​ (Laughing.) Like the fruit for the worm: it’s both my food and abode.] (p. 37)

The passage overtly plays upon the image of the nutshell from Act II Scene 2: “I could be bounded in a nutshell and count myself a king of infinite space – were it not that I have bad dreams.” It also alludes to Hamlet’s description of the “convocation of politic worms” eating Polonius’s body (IV/3). Cheese-worms are mentioned by Frici in the play, alluding to his father being a cheese factory owner (p. 19). This usage plays down the loftiness or pathos associated with Shakespearean language; it trivialises Shakespeare’s wordplay. Another Shakespearean (albeit more distant) ramification of this metaphorical passage is Hamlet’s quip to Claudius before leaving for England: “Father and mother is man and wife, man and wife is one flesh; so my mother” (Act II Scene 4). This theologically based reasoning is changed into the identification or symbiosis of book and person in Gáspár’s play.
After Gabi’s above quip Anna reposts in haste that Hamlet is terrific food and terrific abode (p. 37), implying that he should not delve into it to an unhealthy extent. (The play even appears in his dreams.) This discussion is succeeded by Lia’s account of her Hamletian dream in which the Ghost misled Hamlet. Despite
the warning of his friends, Hamlet followed the Ghost and fell over the edge of the battlement. Here Lia quotes Arany’s version for “what if it tempt you toward the flood [, my Lord], / Or to the dreadful summit of the cliff” (I/4; 69-70). Arany’s version is more compact: “Hátha folyamba csal, vagy borzadályos sziklacsúcsra…” [What if it tempts you into a river or to a dreadful cliff]. Arany’s translation of “The time is out of joint” is also read out by Frici as he lifts the book from the desk. This is also a mise-en-abyme in the play, since it problematises a central theme of the text, namely coming to terms with a puzzling historical moment.
Let us now have a look at how intertextuality with Hamlet worked in various stagings of Gáspár’s play. Lajos Máté, the director of the performance at Békéscsaba, draws attention to the images recalling Hamlet in their way of staging the play (Máté 1962). They were trying to mediate between classic and modern by turning to very familiar tricks in staging Hamlet and adding some indicators of the modern environment to it. This was realised especially in the setting, since the villa in Zugliget was furnished in a classical style, and the actor playing Gábor was instructed to adopt Hamletian poses in certain scenes. The reviewer Ágnes Takács (1962) also emphasises that the Vígszínház production was strongly reminiscent of Hamlet (whatever Hamlet may have meant to her), both verbally and in terms of body movement. In his contribution to Shakespeare and Modern Theatre, W. B. Worthen – taking the cultural event of the opening of the Globe on the South Bank as a starting point – convincingly argues that the theatre has its own tradition of behavioural conventions, hence, historicity has its own workings in the context of the theatre: “Acting […] is perhaps the epitome of citational behaviour” (2001, p. 129). Worthen’s research elucidates that coming to terms with the past is not a privilege of literary practice and literary studies. Stage performance does indeed have the potential to be just as intertextual as a literary reading is (even though he does not use this term), yet in a different way: through “citational behaviours” particularly pertinent to the theatre.​[16]​ If a production of Margit Gáspár’s Hamletnak nincs igaza – even if unwittingly – uses gestures or movements typical of Hamlet performances, this suggests that there is a negotiation going on with tradition, to do with the applicability of classics. 
Holding up a mirror: frameworks of referentiality 
The play unwittingly talks about different aspects of the time and place when and where it was written. The examination of a few minor details from the play will shed light on this aspect. A small instance emphasises the imbalance in the dynamics of housework in terms of gender. Lia employs a white lie when Anna leaves her in the house to chaperone the allegedly suicidal Gábor after he has been shot. She says to Gábor she is only staying there in order to heat up his dinner for him in case he is hungry. The implication that a young man is not accustomed to heating his meal allows the reader to conclude that there is a traditional distribution of household chores in the society the play is set in. 
The briefcase Lili had been given by old Tárnok as a souvenir from Prague recalls the special status of superiority and exoticism attributed to miscellaneous articles from abroad – even if from the Soviet bloc – merely because they were items of foreign origin. Although the briefcase from fellow-socialist Prague could offer blissful pleasure without any remorse, Frici describes how they used to tread on the clothes they received from his emigrated father because they wanted them to look old and shabby. People and objects from beyond the Soviet bloc were morally dubious. The only authorised travel in the course of the action is to Moscow, where Mike goes, and in the final scene expresses his intention to go again in February 1956, for the sake of the new congress. Through Gábor’s mention of Jenő Rejtő’s adventure novel Piszkos Fred, a kapitány [Dirty Fred, the Captain] one can also have an (incomplete) insight into the popular literature read at the time. The play thus translates its time of writing when fleshing out anew the Hamlet skeleton.
The characters and the plot are entirely fictitious; however, Hamletnak nincs igaza can also be seen as a play into which Margit Gáspár translated her emotional and intellectual turmoil, which she could not probably have done in a political treatise or in a diary or autobiography meant for publication. The play also offers a case study of translating the personal into the political. There might be an autobiographical element in young Gábor’s profession, since Margit Gáspár herself was practising to be a concert pianist, which she gave up, because she was too shy to perform in public (Békési and Nagy 1989). (This ambition was mainly fuelled by her mother.) However, this is not necessarily a play ‘à clef’ (play with a key) in biographical terms. Gáspár may be perceived behind a few of the characters rather than behind a single one: the originally hopeful, then disillusioned Gábor Tárnok, who finally regains his strength and prospects; István Tárnok, who served the dogmatic and ideologically corrupt system but only realised that he was wrong when it was too late; Gábor Mike, who faced unjust insults, yet remained strong in his commitment; the drifting and sexually promiscuous Lili (Gáspár had many superficial affairs herself when she was trying to break away from her great flame, Marinetti). The villa in Zugliget may also recall a painful memory of Gáspár’s life. She was hiding her Jewish mother from the fascists in their Zugliget villa in the final stages of WW2. Being questioned by officers at a random check she turned to her experience in the theatre, acting as if she were a servant in her own home, accompanied by her elderly and dotty mother. Moreover, if one reads the play parallel with her autobiography, one realises that certain minute details from Gáspár’s life found their way into the play in a recognisable manner. When Frici derisively greets Lia wishing her strength, health and later on many boys (literally: male children), this potentially recalls Gáspár’s painful memory of being greeted by “Salute e figli maschi” [Health and male children!] by the Venetian Catholic priest who paid visits to the Boni family while she was married to the jeweller Mario Boni (Gáspár 1985, p. 183). When Frici sordidly invites both Lia and Gábor to have sex with him at the same time, one may remember Gáspár’s upset at the rumours that circulated about her involvement in liaisons with theatre managers and their wives in her younger days (Gáspár 1985, p. 321). 

Reception within and outside Hungary

Gábor’s decision to protect his mother was seen as a symbolic reference in favouring his homeland. A reviewer of the Szolnok performance, Tibor Hernádi, explicitly claims that the mother figure stood for the socialist country, which was thus rescued by the young hero (1964). The very last sentence of the play, uttered by Mike, might suggest this reading, although it does not openly identify the mother figure with the country: “Bárhogy is meghasonlottál édesanyáddal, mikor fegyvert fogtak rá, elébe vetetted magad” [No matter how much you have lost faith with your mother, when a gun was pointed at her, you threw yourself in front of her] (p. 82). An untitled and unauthored typescript about the play, held at the Hungarian Theatre Institute, reiterates this message, adding the element of personal trial: “ha megpróbáltatások lesznek, tégy úgy, mint amikor anyádra lőttek: testeddel is védd meg” [When tribulations are approaching do what you did when your mother was shot at: defend her even if with your body]. It is not the Hungarian state but the socialist community that is stressed, in the vein of a peculiar socialist patriotism. Kádár, during whose regime this play was written and performed, was a pioneer in propagating socialist patriotism amongst the leaders of the Warsaw pact member states (cf. Hoensch 1988, p. 235). There is a long tradition in the Hungarian language of associating the concepts of mother, language and country. Expressions such as anyanyelv (mother tongue), szülőföld (birthgiving soil) or anyaföld (mother soil) exemplify this way of thinking. The following insight of Benedict Anderson helps to place this in the wider theoretical context of the discourse of nationalism: 
Something of the nature of […] political love can be deciphered from the ways in which languages describe its object: either in the vocabulary of kinship (motherland, Vaterland, patria) or that of home (heimat or tanah air) [earth and water, the phrase for the Indonesians’ native archipelago]. Both idioms denote something to which one is naturally tied. (1991, p. 143)

The close association of the mother figure and the (mother) country is a lucid example of the (re)politicisation of Hamlet in Gáspár’s play.
As in Hamlet, there is a major conflict within Gábor-Hamlet’s mind at the heart of the play. This concerns whether there is any sense in communism after what has been revealed to him. The question here is ‘to stay or not to stay’ instead of the more metaphysical “To be or not to be”. Nevertheless, leaving one’s country in a literal sense and expatriating into death in a metaphorical sense are associated in the play when Mike points out to Gábor that old Tárnok emigrated into death.​[17]​ The author considered the play a psychological drama rather than a political drama (as she expressed in the programme of the production in Békéscsaba), but even the contemporaneous reception accentuated the dominance of the political element. She was even criticised for not providing very flesh-and-blood figures (cf. Monostori 1962). Gábor-Hamlet came across to some performance reviewers as a vehicle for ideas rather than as a human being (F. A. 1962). Sümegi Nagy’s character was also found to be no more than an extremist mouthpiece of the ‘irredent’ ideology (Hámori 1962). Although Gáspár declared that she remained alert to not writing a single sentence which would sound like a political argument, she does not appear to have achieved this. 
The play was mainly seen as a text depicting the communist ‘saving’ of Gábor Tárnok with the aid of motherly love, the caring affection of Lia and Mike’s wisdom. However, one theatre critic finds the absent father figure to be the main character of the play, due to his constant haunting of the characters, especially his son (Monostori 1962). Gáspár also emphasises in the Békéscsaba programme that Tárnok senior is the eighth character (though this character is not to appear onstage).​[18]​ 
Some performance reviews emphasise Mike’s role as one of the most important (for example in Dunántúli Napló 1962). He is the true socialist hero, who retains his dedication and hope against all odds. His moderate, humane attitude to communism is juxtaposed to the late Tárnok’s narrow-minded dogmatism. Mike is the character who most ostensibly gives utterance to the teaching that communism can renew itself, provided mistakes can be admitted and surmounted. As he explains it to Gábor in the finale, old Tárnok was both guilty and honest. “Nézz szembe végre ezzel a kettősséggel” [Face this duality at last], he urges Gábor (p. 81). The fact that Mike and Tárnok junior share the same forename also accentuates via a very simple dramatic trick that there is continuity between these two characters: the torch is handed on by one Gábor to another. The first name Gábor had indeed been chosen by Tárnok junior’s parents because it was the name of his father’s then best friend.
To look at stage history more specifically, the play was first performed in Budapest (on the stage of the experimental Ódry Színpad related to the Vígszínház, then in the Vígszínház proper), which was followed by productions in most major Hungarian provincial theatres (for instance, Békéscsaba, Debrecen, Miskolc, Pécs, Szeged and Szolnok). These performances occupied a very short time span, between 1962 and 1964, with most productions dating from 1962 (see table at the end of article). (Small wonder that the drama has never been revived since.) The play toured all around the country, including large villages with cultural institutions (művelődési ház) set up under the communist regime. After several performances the cast stayed on for a question and answer session with the audience in order to exchange ideas about the ‘optimistic’ and ‘enlightening’ nature of the performance. Actors’ ‘testimonies’ are included in the Békéscsaba programme. These are concerned with how the individual actors interpreted the roles they acted, and how they approached the characters. Photographs of the individual actors are attached to these ‘testimonies’ in order to make them even more influential. Ilona Szendrey’s text is entitled “Találkozásom Annával 1962-ben” [My encounter with Anna in 1962], while Sándor Szoboszlai’s account poses the question “Mire tanít Mike Gábor?” [What does Gábor Mike teach us?]. I think the word testimony – a term from religious language – aptly, if metaphorically, describes these texts. The term is originally associated with martyrs, who openly vouchsafed their beliefs. These actors in 1962, however, were most probably talked into writing or merely adding their names to these testimonies, which were obviously devised to underline the ideology with which the play is impregnated. 
Hamletnak nincs igaza ran altogether for approximately four hundred nights,​[19]​ which is not a large number if one considers the number of its premières nationwide.​[20]​ The numbers suggest that, at least outside Budapest, attendance was almost exclusively ‘compulsory’. The following ‘call for attendance’ filed in the Hungarian Theatre Institute seems to support this. A copy of this must have been sent out by one of the Propaganda Departments (AgitProp) of MSZMP (Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party) to different places of work. The ‘invitation’ reads as follows:
Kedves Titkár Elvtárs!
A Vígszínházban 1962. november hó 7-én színre kerül Gáspár Margit: Hamletnek nincs igaza c. nagysikerű színműve. A darab megtekintése segítséget ad a VIII-ik Pártkongresszus téziseivel kapcsolatos felvilágosító munkájukban. Javasoljuk, hogy a vállalat dolgozói kollektíven tekintsék meg az előadást. […]	
[Dear Comrade Secretary,
Margit Gáspár’s highly successful drama Hamlet Is Not Right is going to be staged at Vígszínház on 7 November 1962. Watching the play will help you in your enlightening work to do with the main theorems of the 8th Congress of the Party. We suggest that the employees of your firm view the performance together.]

It is important to add that the word employee in the translation does not fully convey the ideological power of the Hungarian word dolgozó (worker), used for every member of the Hungarian socialist society in employment, together with a political tone of building this society. It is also telling that the invitation is for 7 November, which was at the time a public holiday, commemorating the ‘liberation’ of Hungary by the Soviets at the end of WW2. This performance served as a means of celebrating on a ‘community’ level a day that allegedly replaced religious holidays in importance and ritualistic character. The 8th congress mentioned in the letter took place between 20 and 24 November 1962, announcing a phase of “complete Socialist construction” (Hoensch 1988, p. 231). This was an important event during János Kádár’s regime, which was a soft-boiled socialism after the Rákosi era, the Hungarian version of Stalinism: “Kádár’s personal experiences of the worst forms of Stalinism did […] rule out a return to the earlier ‘dogmatism’ of Rákosi’s personal dictatorship” (Hoensch 1988, p. 221).
The press cuttings also support the assumption that attendance was warmly recommended. The education journal Köznevelés [Public Education] considered it to be the best Hungarian drama of the season, with the suggestion that it is beneficial for young people to watch it (Fényi 1962).​[21]​ 
The play’s foreign itinerary is also worth pursuing. It was mounted in different countries of the Soviet bloc, such as Czechoslovakia (in twenty theatres!), Poland, Romania, the Soviet Union (Tallinn and rehearsals at least are recorded for Moscow, too).​[22]​ There were negotiations with Belgium about a televisual adaptation to be shown on an Antwerp channel.​[23]​ Apart from an English translation of the playtext, the Hungarian Theatre Museum and Institute has plot summaries in English, German and French. According to reports in Hungarian newspapers of the day, the play was very successful abroad. (It might have been a ‘must’ for some of these audiences as well – part of the cultural exchange within the Soviet bloc.) It is only the brief summary in Hungarian of Milan Polák’s review of the première in Bratislava (1962) that adopts anything resembling a critical tone.​[24]​ 
A slightly surprising trace of the play’s reception outside Hungary is an article that appeared in an Egyptian periodical entitled Al Gumhouria, which focuses on literature and the arts. The Hungarian Theatre Museum and Institute stores a photocopy of the article from 14 May 1967, alongside a poor-quality English translation. Apart from the English text being ungrammatical at a number of points (and certainly was not prepared by a native speaker of English), there are telling gaps in the plot summary of Gáspár’s play. Gabi’s attempt to defect is not even mentioned, and it is rather unclear whether old Tárnok was aware of the fabricated evidence used in the trials. The official translation leaves the subject somewhat blurred: “[...] yet after the judge passed that sentence, and after it was proved that this judge kept all the time depending in his sentences on false evidences [sic!], then he was subject to a nervous break down, and he commits suicide” (p. 2). The ‘counter-translation’ I requested confirms that the involvement of old Tárnok in the conviction of innocent people was not very clear. This could be due either to an unsatisfactory comprehension of the Arabic text, or the author’s less than impeccable English. If the article was translated in Hungary, it might have been the case of using two separate translators: one for translating the text from Arabic into Hungarian, and one for translating it from Hungarian into English for potential official visitors. 
The Egyptian journalist, being curious about literary life in post-1956 Hungary, interviewed two authors of the time, Miklós Vidor, a poet, and Margit Gáspár.​[25]​ The journalist was interested whether the Hungarian reading public was familiar with Western literary trends of the day. Why did an Egyptian literary periodical have an interest in the arts and artistic policy of an East-Central European socialist country in 1967? The Egyptian president of the time was Gamal Abdul Nasser (1952-1982), a revolutionary who greatly contributed to Egypt’s independence from the UK. Having established a form of Arab socialism, he had befriended several socialist leaders of the Soviet bloc, being interested in how socialism worked there. (He found the practice of censorship useful, for instance.) Importantly, it appears that the interviewer is not primarily interested in Hungarian art and culture of the day but in how much Hungary was open to novelties of Western literature. The two interviewees dismiss Duras (Margaret Dora in the translation), Robbe-Grillet (Allan Rop Garpieh), Sarraute (Natali Saroth), and Gregory Corso (George Korso), despite claiming not to have read any of them. They see these works as “false literature” “far away from our problems”, and pessimistic (while communism allegedly supports optimism). According to Gáspár, the modern French novel, for instance, lacks truth (a principal requirement of prescriptive Marxist literary criticism of the time, which had a commitment to realism).​[26]​ It is apparent from this that these authors were hardly known in Hungary at that time, apart from isolated translations and reviews, and Gáspár’s opinion may have been based on little actual experience. (Moreover, as she stresses in her autobiography, she herself did not care very much for avant-garde or experimental writing.) When asked specifically about theatre issues, Gáspár offered an English translation of Hamletnak nincs igaza for the journalist to read instead of providing an answer. The journalist, on the strength of this, summarised the plot and noted the play’s socialist ideology, concluding that he had, in fact, learnt something about Hungarian history this way.​[27]​ 
		Authority and authorship: Gáspár, the Shakespearean author

Since the play was seen and advertised as a creative and topical rewriting of the Hamlet theme, the author and some of the performance reviewers found it important to justify the act of reworking a sacred classic. This contributes to giving Gáspár the status of a ‘Shakespearean’ author as her name is inscribed “alongside or over the name of Shakespeare” (Fischlin and Fortier 2000, p. 6). Associating Gáspár with Shakespeare in her devotion to literature and in other engagements is apparent in a note published in Pesti Műsor [What’s on in Budapest] in celebration of Gáspár’s 89th birthday: 
Egész életműve, s ami sokkal több, egész élete arról szól, hogy Hamletnek igaza van. […] Gáspár Margit mást se tett, mint védte Hamlet igazát. A kardnál sokkal erőtlenebb fegyverrel, tollal. Írt. Teljesen értelmetlen és felesleges vállalkozás, de gyönyörű. A jutalma pedig a legtöbb. Az ember boldog lehet. 
[Her whole oeuvre, and what’s much more, her whole life is about Hamlet being right. […] Margit Gáspár has done nothing else but defend Hamlet’s justice. With a pen – a weapon much less powerful than a sword. Writing. This is a completely senseless and superfluous venture, yet beautiful. Its reward – happiness - cannot be more abundant.] (Anon. 1994)

The above passage plays upon the stereotype of the Shakespearean (and here also Gáspárean) importance of a life spent writing, and thus, maintaining and guaranteeing Hamlet’s truth. Moreover, the note has the following jocular conclusion: 
Most jött egy távirat: „Ismeretlenül is mély hódolattal köszöntöm Önt, kedves Gáspár Margit, születése napján: William Shakespeare”. 
[A recently arrived telegram says: “Without having met you personally I greet you with profound homage, dear Margit Gáspár, on your birthday. (Signature:) William Shakespeare.”] (Anon. 1994)

Margit Gáspár herself also compares her situation to that of Shakespeare when she talks about the end of literature in a brief interview. She claims that history has annihilated literature. Gáspár finds it hopeless to write either novels or plays because watching television offers more engaging historical experience:
Persze, az sem volt egy nagyon békés korszak, amikor egy bizonyos Shakespeare Vilmos úr igen izgalmas ügyeket tudott írni, annak ellenére, hogy azok, vagy hasonlóak, meg is történtek.
[Of course, it was not a very peaceful period either when a certain Mr Vilmos Shakespeare was writing on very exciting matters, despite the fact that those or similar ones did actually happen.] (Anon. 1990) 

It is noteworthy that she mentions Shakespeare by the Magyarised, eighteenth-century form of his name: Vilmos is Hungarian for William. This also places an emphasis on the pathos and nostalgia attached to speaking in such a Shakespearean paradigm. As shown above, one justification for what might otherwise seem to be bardicide, appears to be the claim that Shakespeare himself would appreciate this work had he miraculously had a chance to see it: 
Ha Shakespeare – valamilyen csoda folytán – láthatná ezt az újfajta Hamletet, valószínűleg nem haragudna ötlete és hőse felhasználásáért. Maga is csaknem minden témáját előző szerzők műveiből vette át. Talán még örülne is, hogy akadt valaki, aki a Hamletek történetét ilyen időszerűen folytatta tovább. 
[If Shakespeare – due to some miracle – had a chance to see this new kind of Hamlet, he would probably not be angry at the use of his idea and his hero. He himself also borrowed most of his subject matter from the work of earlier authors. He might even be happy if there was someone who continued the story of Hamlets in such a topical way.] (Kemény 1962)

Gáspár, then, did not intend to question anything about Shakespeare’s Hamlet; her play only interrogates the ideological blindness of one particularly contemporary Hamlet figure (Gáspár’s own creation). As she contends in the programme of the Békéscsaba performance, the title does not at all mean that she wants to debate the mentality of Shakespeare’s hero. The reason her Hamlet character is not right is because his father, the idol, was already wrong. 
Some reviewers also find it important to stress that Gáspár’s “Hamlet in a pullover” (as the author nicknamed it) does not feed on Shakespeare’s classic in a parasitic way: “A Shakespeare teremtette helsingőri dán királyfi kései megidézése sem holmi szándékolt, ötleteskedő, a drámairodalom óriásán élősködni akaró anakronizmus.” [Invoking Elsinore’s Danish prince invented by Shakespeare is not some would-be smart anachronism, which wishes to feed on the giant of dramatic literature] (Mészöly 1962). This critic’s justification might fall victim to Dwight Macdonald’s concept of mass culture feeding on high culture without giving anything in return (cf. Storey 1997, p. 37): “[…] Mass Culture began as, and to some extent still is, a parasitic, a cancerous growth on High Culture” (1994, p. 30).​[28]​ This is the type of accusation against which certain critics wish to defend Gáspár’s work. As Gáspár herself also stresses in the aforementioned programme, “Minden korban az írói fantázia szokott játéka volt klasszikus remekművek bizonyos vonásainak újrafeldolgozása, variálása” [In all ages it has been an accepted game of the creative imagination to rework and vary certain aspects of classic masterpieces].​[29]​
	Rather than spoiling, abusing or criticising Shakespeare, the play ‘recruits the Bard’ (Ciglar-Žanić 1994) in service of socialist ideology: it ‘re-baptises’ Shakespeare as a socialist.​[30]​ From another perspective, Gáspár’s play contributes to the continuity of the Hungarian custodianship of Shakespeare. The already vibrant Shakespeare reception and cult entered a supposedly enlightened and mature communist phase. (Marxist ideology views the course of history as a process from bad towards optimal social structure, the latter being represented by communism.) Shakespeare, having witnessed a number of previous phases, had to be incorporated into the newest and allegedly final one. Gáspár’s play aptly illustrates John Joughin’s understanding of adaptation insofar as “to adapt is also to ad-just – to move towards justice or rather to open up what Derrida might term the indeterminate future-to-come of justice itself” (2003, p. 145). This adaptation is at the same time an appropriation as well – as Christy Desmet puts it, “Shakespeare must always already be co-opted by the dominant culture […]” (Desmet 1999, p. 3).
	Strictly speaking, the play has no artistic merits. It is a so-called schematic play, almost a production line item, very much in support of an ideology. The dialogue is imbued with the message that the dogmatic, idolatric period of communism is over, and iconoclasm and reconciliation are indispensable in the period of ‘thaw’ and consolidation (which indeed took place in Hungary under János Kádár).​[31]​ Even though this instance of appropriation is not “ungrounded” enough (Joughin 2003, p. 144) – either from Hamlet or from its own formative ideology –, nor can it pride itself on much of an “originary governance”, which Joughin (2003, p. 144) finds essential for an adaptation to turn into an exemplary, rule-making work.​[32]​ However, the play under discussion still testifies to the palimpsest status of Hamlet in Hungarian culture. It also indicates that there is a “constant process of origination” (Joughin 2003, p. 131) around Hamlet. As many adaptations and appropriations, it stays – perhaps paradoxically – somewhere on a broad scale between originality and repetition with variation.  
	Various studies of the classic emphasise its dependence on reworkings. Whilst much modern-day criticism of the concept can be traced back to T. S. Eliot and, in his wake, Frank Kermode, in the context of this article I will refer to Johan Geertsema’s accomplished reading of J. M. Coetzee’s essay “What Is a Classic?”. Coetzee’s essay published in Stranger Shores (2001) tries to untangle a critical knot: how can a classic “speak across the ages” (Coetzee 2001: 10 cited in Geertsema 2008: 113) – “transcend history” (Geertsema 2008: 114) – once it has been “historicized” (Coetzee 2001: 10 cited in Geertsema 2008: 113)? As Geertsema elucidates, Coetzee interprets Eliot’s identically titled essay “What Is a Classic” as an attempt at self-definition whereby Eliot presents himself as an “English[ed]” man of letters. While Coetzee does not dwell on his own historical and cultural context (although Geertsema finds his essay equally self-definitive), he explains that “criticism, and indeed criticism of the most sceptical kind, may be what the classic uses to define itself and ensure its survival” (2001: 16 cited in Geertsema 2008: 119). Coetzee talks of criticism here as the lifeblood of the classic; as critical (and, at the same time, creative) work translation and adaptation is also intrinsically linked to the afterlife of a work, to use a term with a Benjaminean – translational – overtone. Without frequent “recourse” to a work by other creative artists at different times and in different cultural settings a text cannot be a classic. Its afterlife – or, to use Coetzee’s phrasing, survival – is made possible by a series of translations, adaptations and, of course, criticism of a more conventional kind. In this respect, it seems almost immaterial – from the perspective of the work’s citationality and therefore survival – whether the ‘new’ work is sympathetic to what, in Gérard Genette’s term, is its hypotext  – an act of homage –, is critiquing it or is somewhere between these two ends of the broad spectrum of the intentionality of artistic transformations. Strictly from this point of view, neither does it appear to matter immensely whether a specific reworking of a text is itself potentially a classic that will generate new readings of its own – creative and otherwise –, a middlebrow artefact or a popular culture text. Regardless of their aesthetic value (which is a highly problematic notion in itself) all these hypertexts contribute to the continual re-affirmation of their hypotext as a classic.
Conclusion
As Gáspár’s play translates a personal dilemma for consumption by the broad community, it betrays the author’s desperate attempt at self-justification in relation to her blindness in the pre-’56 period, alongside her renewed faith in socialism. The text may be regarded as a 1956 play in the sense that it deals with the (personal) cultural memory of ’56, the unspeakable troubles of and after ’56. Curiously, the action takes place right before and at the moment ’56 occurs, and the time of writing is a few years after the events – it is a play that revolves around ’56. It is clearly the ideological climate of the time of the writing of the play that Gáspár projects to have characterised the time before 1956. The thaw in Hungarian communist policies dates from later than Gábor Mike’s character would suggests (apart from the more liberal and democratic ambitions of Imre Nagy’s circle, which were defeated in 1956).
However, the avoidance of 1956 in the play is telling. The Hamlet blueprint is utilised to forge a certain historical amnesia.​[33]​ This is a phenomenon similar to what Fischlin and Fortier, drawing on Mary Loeffelholz, notice about Charlotte Barnes’s The Forest Princess; or, Two Centuries Ago (1844). This piece, blending the Pocahontas story with The Tempest, irons out obvious traces of the colonisation of American indigenous culture by Europeans (cf. Fischlin and Fortier 2000, p. 15).






1962	Ódry Színpad, then Vígszínház	Ferenc Hont
1962	Kaposvár	Ferenc Hont
1962	Békés Megyei Jókai Színház	Lajos Máté
1962	Egri Gárdonyi Géza Színház	György Nagy
1962	Győri Kisfaludy Színház	Mária Angyal
1962	Pécsi Nemzeti Színház	Ferenc Hont
1962	Miskolci Nemzeti Színház	Nyilasssy Judit
1962	Debreceni Csokonai Színház	Károly Szász
1963	Szeged	László Hegedüs
1964	Szolnok	Gábor Mádi Szabó
A table of the productions of Gáspár’s play from Hungary 
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^1	  There has been considerable scholarly attention paid to popular culture responses to Shakespeare over the past two decades. Notable examples include work by Richard Burt (1999), Douglas Lanier (2002),  Robert Shaughnessy (2007) and Gabrielle Malcolm and Kelli Marshall (2012).
^2	  In her introductory chapter to The Hamlet Zone Ruth J. Owen writes of “the rich tradition of drawing from Hamlet in European cultures to produce new, independent work, which include Hamlet theatre, Hamlet ballet, Hamlet poetry, Hamlet fiction, Hamlet essays and Hamlet films” (2012: 1).
^3	  Interestingly, this was also the time when an epoch-marking production of Hamlet itself was also staged in Budapest, in the Madách Theatre. This, according to many, politically subversive (although not rebellious) production was directed by László Vámos with Miklós Gábor in the main role (see Schandl 2008: 40-44).
^4	  Gáspár was experienced in adaptation, partly due to her career as a theatre manager of the operetta house in Budapest (she was responsible for some major plot alterations to the pieces they performed), in addition to her own experience as a playwright. In her third play, Új Isten Thébában [New God in Thebes] (1946), she revisited ancient Greek mythology and drama, composing a political satire through persiflage. Another attempt to tackle a semi-archetypal theme was in her relatively early (pre-socialist), unstaged play on Jesus’s return to present-day Hungary. As one of the former artistic directors of both the Budapest opera house and operetta house, Miklós Szinetár, argues, “Színházában az eredeti ‘mű’ mindig csak nyersanyag volt, mit kedvenc színészeihez formált és az aktualitáshoz” [In her theatre the original ‘work’ was raw material only, which she adjusted to her beloved actors and to the times] (Szinetár 1994).
^5	  The next day he talks there on the radio, presumably about the state of affairs in Hungary – augmenting the ultimate offence against his native country. 
^6	  Critics found the device of the reading aloud of a letter at a particularly tense moment of the final act of the play an awkward choice in theatrical terms. This was also the case with some of the lengthier political points which only one reviewer dared to mention, and even in his case, only parenthetically (Tamás 1962). 
^7	  It is Anna who reads out the letter her late husband wrote to Mike, because Gábor is too perplexed to make out the blurred lines.
^8	  The underlying ideology is that this feature of the play makes it accessible to teenagers, members of the Young Communists’ Association (KISZ). Anna realises that Gábor’s interest in Lia is not very intimate, and she warns him that he should not marry her just because that fits into his five-year plan of the good communist. (The employment of such terms at the same time exemplifies the dialogue’s immersion in socialist rhetoric.)
^9	  All page numbers after references to the play are made to Gáspár 1963. Even though there is an English translation of the play by József Harvany (Gáspár n. d.), and this has been consulted for the article, I decided to give my own translations of the title and the quoted passages, hoping that they represent a closer reading of the ‘original’ and hence highlight the Weltanschauung of the ‘original’ to the English-language reader. 
^10	  There is some acting potential in this character, which was exploited, according to the reviewers, by the young Nóra Tábori of Vígszínház (she later became a leading actor in Hungary). In the noteworthy production in Pécs Lili is dressed in purple gloves and a shawl, while Anna, who is in mourning, wears plain black. In the rather simplistic referential system of the production the colour purple may be seen as signifying frivolity.
^11	  This is, of course, debatable to some extent even in the case of the ‘source character’. Regarding how adaptations treat Horatio, let it suffice to remind ourselves of Charles Marowitz’s rewrite of Hamlet, which excised Horatio completely.
^12	  Family names such as Sümegi Nagy sounded suspicious for communists as they had an aristocratic ring.
^13	  Mike says to Gábor in the final scene: “Nem nekem fontos, fiam, hogy beszélj. Magadnak fontos” [It’s not for me that it is important that you talk, son. This is important for yourself.] (p. 80). Anna also uses a plain phrase in the same scene, saying: “Nem te vagy kicsi. Az idők nagyok!” [It is not you who is small. It’s the times that are great!] (p. 81).
^14	  The following less powerful simile is imbued with socialist ideology. “Az ember nem változtathatja olyan sűrűn az aktatáskáját, mint a meggyőződését” [One cannot change his/her briefcase as often as his/her convictions] (p. 16).
^15	  In a more domesticating translation: ‘I’ve been living this terrific work of art …’.
^16	  As Denis Salter observes in his article “Acting Shakespeare in Postcolonial Space”, “When Robert Lepage was directing A Midsummer Night’s Dream at the Royal National Theatre in London in 1992, he instructed the mechanicals to do bad imitations of Olivier as Richard III” (Salter 1996,  pp. 117-118). Even though this practice was not appreciated by the London audience whose protectiveness of “their Dream”, “their Shakespeare” and “their Olivier” (Salten 1996, p. 118, original emphases) were unmissable, this instance is an insightful twentieth-century example of citationality or intertextuality in the theatre.
^17	  This unveils another intertext with Hamlet: the motif of death as an undiscovered country from which no traveller returns (cf. III/1; 79-80). Mike asserts that Gabi’s attempt to leave the country (which he calls a suicidal act) and his father’s suicide are both due to their escapism rather than facing up to the situation. It is clear from old Tárnok’s letter that he did not excuse himself. The main conflict is thus political.
^18	  His picture is on the living room wall of the distinguished villa in Zugliget (an elegant district of the capital), always reminding the dwellers of his life and principles. This stresses the parallel with the ghost from Hamlet, especially due to the disposal of his portrait in the closet scene. This could also allude to the motif of the portrait of the authoritarian and patriarchal father, Kazimir Baradlay in the 1869 novel A kőszívű ember fiai [The Sons of the Stone-hearted Man] by Mór Jókai. The resolute widow of this novel (centred also on a revolution, that of 1848-49) swears in front of the portrait to act in all matters regarding their three sons in opposition to her late pro-Austrian husband’s will, and intends to convince them to serve their mother country. A point of dramatic culmination in the play is when we see the empty space of the picture removed by Gábor. This takes place at the same time as the sheet music is torn into pieces. This symbolic act of iconoclasm sheds light on Gábor’s inner turmoil. In his letter to Mike, Tárnok asks him not to demolish his son’s memory of him, if possible. However, he also insists that if there is a necessity for the truth being uncovered, his son should be informed about his deeply regretted past (p. 80).
^19	  For a list of productions see the table at the end of the article.
^20	  In addition, the Budapest performance was recorded by the radio and was transmitted in 1962. The Hungarian Radio repeated it again in 2000, for the twentieth anniversary of the death of the actress Elma Bulla (who played Anna).
^21	  A fiery, though unsigned, newspaper article appearing in the provincial daily Szolnok Megyei Néplap [Szolnok County Mail] in 1964 complains about the low attendance. Television (a sports programme and a detective film were on that night) and a local basketball match were all blamed for the absence of the younger generation. Teachers were also criticised by the reviewer for not turning up in large numbers and not encouraging their students to do so, either. Nevertheless, in the provincial town of Kunszentmárton a member of the local state farm is congratulated on being a regular visitor of guest performances. 
^22	  Some of these performances were in Hungarian, for instance in Transylvania (1972), where there is a sizeable Hungarian population, and in the former Yugoslavia (1971), for the same reason.
^23	  The Hungarian Theatre Museum and Institute has a note on this, dating from 31 March 1964.
^24	  He reports that the director and the dramaturg in Bratislava needed to cleanse the text of lofty declamations and cheap tendentiousness in order to make the characters more life-like. Polák even says that quotations from Hamlet sound less artificial here, which may be surprising because the Hungarian ‘original’ is not very abundant with citations from Hamlet. On the other hand, he notes that Haspra, the director, made the play more mystical than it was supposed to be. His criticism is unexpectedly sharp considering that it comes from a neighbouring communist country. In the Hungarian accounts of the Bratislava performance it is striking that the city’s name is not rendered in Hungarian (Pozsony) but the Slovak form is retained. The reason must lie with a conscious political veiling of the fact that Bratislava-Pozsony used to belong to the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, and had an ethnic minority Hungarian population.
^25	  The journalist’s name was transcribed as Abd El Monem Selim by the anonymous translator of the article stored in the Hungarian Theatre Museum and Institute and as Abdul Munim Saleem by the translator who double-checked the translation at my request.
^26	  The cause of the erratic spelling of the above names can only be guessed. It might be the case that Hungarian translators at this time were so protected from contemporary Western literature that they were not sure how to transcribe the names from Arabic, being unfamiliar with the names themselves. If we examine when the translation of these authors and their canonisation by academic or semi-academic articles started in Hungary, it might provide us with some evidence about this. According to the Hungarian encyclopaedia of world literature, Duras has been published in Hungarian translation since 1960 (the first translator was Albert Gyergyai), Corso since 1964, Robbe-Grillet since 1962 (the first translator was Bajomi Lázár), and Sarraute since 1963 (the first translator was Márta Farkas), although a review of her work had appeared as early as in 1959 in Nagyvilág.
^27	  He emphasises that the play was translated into English in Hungary (and not in any English-speaking countries). State subsidy of the translation of Hungarian works into Western languages is still a prevailing practice, yet the latent assumption that British or American publishing houses would not have selected it for publication is also revelatory about the questionable artistic merit of the play.
^28	  Having identified kitsch as the German term for mass culture, he continues, “Kitsch ‘mines’ High Culture the way improvident frontiersmen mine the soil, extracting its riches and putting nothing back” (1994, p. 30).
^29	  Nevertheless, it has to be emphasised that the play does not unquestionably belong to the category of popular culture, it rather ranks among middlebrow artefacts, as mentioned before. Macdonald’s culture-specific view (he elaborates on US and Soviet popular culture) is only relevant here because Hungary itself has had a strongly aestheticising attitude which still prevails to this day.
^30	  Alexander Shurbanov and Boika Sokolova amply describe this phenomenon of “painting Shakespeare red” in Bulgaria and, to a lesser extent, the Soviet context. Hungary provided no exception to this rule, either, although Hungary’s religious patterns were not adopted for the socialist Shakespeare cult as they were in primarily Orthodox Bulgaria (cf. Shurbanov and Sokolova 2001, pp. 20-21).
^31	  Another ‘schematic ’play from the time that deals with the falsity of idolisation is András Berkesi’s 1963 A kör bezárul [The Circle Closes] (cf. http://mek.oszk.hu/02200/02228/html/06/550.html).
^32	  Stoneman expects sequels to be well written in terms of style, as well as to pose ideological challenges to their originals. As she remarks about Emma Tennant’s Pemberley, a sequel to Austen’s Emma, “it fails to ‘right’ the text by failing to ‘wright’ the text” (1995, p. 86). “Failures of craft” (Stoneman 1995, p. 86) can be noticed in Gáspár’s play, too, as it is far too deeply immersed in the political ideology the author believed in.
^33	  This is a phenomenon similar to what Fischlin and Fortier, drawing on Mary Loeffelholz, notice about Charlotte Barnes’s The Forest Princess; or, Two Centuries Ago (1844). This piece, blending the Pocahontas story with The Tempest, irons out obvious traces of the colonisation of American indigenous culture by Europeans (cf. Fischlin and Fortier 2000, p. 15).
